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Thank you!

IMAGIN



Imagine you are driving down the highway…



Does seeing a police vehicle impact your behavior?



Or maybe this?



And this.



Data helped York 

Maine to position their 

police vehicles in two 

locations that 

significantly reduced 

accidents. 

A visible presence 

does have an impact. 





Information Age



We know how to 

create information 

from Data. GIS is 

particularly good at 

transforming data into 

information.



Baltimore CitiStat

Example of GIS Centric 

approach to analyzing 

data, cross 

departmental 

communications, to 

significantly shape 

outcomes.

Accurate and Timely 

Information is critical 

to success



CitiStat

Access to raw data is 

necessary, to be able 

to interrogate it and to 

make decisions.



Four Tenets constitute the foundation of Citistat:

1. Accurate and Timely Intelligence

2. Effective Tactics and Strategies

3. Rapid Deployment of Resources

4. Relentless Follow-Up and Assessment

Tenets of CitiStat



Case Study, well 

documented. 

Data > Information > 

Outcomes



CitiStat repeated at the State Government Level



StateStat



StateStat

Same Tenets as CitiStat



StateStat

GIS is Critical to 

success.



New York City



CompStat (Compare Statistics)

CityStat and StateStat

followed the same 

principals of CrimeStat

that was created in 

NYC to analyze data, 

produce information 

and modify outcomes, 

with a focus on Crime!



Jack Maple – Father of CompStat

“COMSTAT can be boiled down to four fundamental principles:

1.   Accurate, timely intelligence clearly communicated to all.
2.  A rapid deployment that is concentrated, synchronized and focused.
3.  Effective tactics and strategies.
4.  Relentless follow-up and assessment.”



CompStat



CompStat – Conditions in the 1980s



CompStat

Some stats

• ‘90-’92 – Felonies in 

subways down by 27%

• ‘95 - Crime down by 

60%

• ‘03 - murders lowest 

since 1964



Jack Maple – Father of CompStat

And this is how he started 

mapping incidents and 

local information the 

1980’s, with pins on a 

map!!



Jack Maple – Father of CompStat

Q: How does the mapping help?

A: The beauty of the mapping is that it poses the question, "Why?" What are the 
underlying causes of why there is a certain cluster of crime in a particular place. Is 
there a shopping center here? Is that why we have a lot of pickpockets and 
robberies? Is there a school here? Is that why we have a problem at three o'clock? Is 
there an abandoned house nearby? Is that why there is crack-dealing on the corner?

By looking at this, you can figure out where you need to be and when. You can figure 
out what time the pickpockets are working. You can look at stolen cars -- where they 
are being stolen from and where they are being recovered. If only the bones are 
being found, you know there is a chop shop nearby.

A map can give you all this. Then you can start looking at patterns and chronic 
conditions.



Broken Windows Theory

• People shaping space –

forms the civility and 

attitude of the 

community 

• Space shaping people –

environment

• “Broken Windows” can 

attract criminal activity



• "zero tolerance"
Broken Windows policing is a form of zealotry—the imposition of rigid, moralistic 

standards of behavior on diverse populations.

• Broken Windows is a highly discretionary police activity that requires careful 

training, guidelines, and supervision, as well as an ongoing dialogue with 

neighborhoods and communities to ensure that it is properly conducted[

Difference with “Zero Tolerance”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broken_windows_theory#cite_note-brattonkelling-17


Taking Public Safety Data to Create Information



Vancouver Police Department – Use Case

• Police agencies have huge 

Operational and Capital costs

• Moving from data/information 

silos to map in vehicles and 

office personnel

• Lowered administration burden, 

duplication, redundancy

• Clear Cost Savings



Outcome of a data driven 

approach was Vancouver’s 

In-Vehicle (Mobile Data 

Terminal, MDT) and back 

office GIS data synthesis 

and data visualization tool 



Key benefits:

(1) Migration of an important desktop tool 

moved into patrol cars allowing in-

vehicle mapping and analysis.

(2) More effective resource deployment 

using near real-time data pulled from 

VPD’s RMS (records management 

system)

(3) Geodash extended to crime analysts

(4) All of which helps improve VPD’s 

response to criminal activity by 

optimizing resource allocation.

Vancouver Police Department



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard



Vancouver Police Department - Data Analysis Dashboard





Reducing Analysis from 

hours to minutes…

… massive efficiencies!



Better allocation of 

resources to 

produce better 

outcomes



This has become Public Safety’s Location Strategy



Example – Frederick County, MD



Example – Brantford Occurence Mapping



Example – Peel Police Crime Mapping





Challenges

1. Concept makes sense – no 

technical resources

2. No Budget

3. No Capacity – maintain solutions 

moving forward

4. Many are skeptical –

data/visualizations – fail to 

communicate information the way 

it needs to be communicated  

5. Out of the box solutions wont 

match agency specific business 

requirements



Consolidate information onto a common geographic 

platform and present that information in a way that make 

sense to the end user., tailored to fit your organizations 

business processes



Crime Reports

A modern tool in the evolution of

crime analysis

Crime Heat Maps Predictive Policing

?



Crime Forecasting
What is it?





Geocortex Crime Forecasting

turns historic crime data into 

accurate, actionable crime forecasts.



Forecast Areas

• 100m x 100m (~12 houses)

• 2 hour time window

Demonstrated Value
• In-vehicle; helps officers choose 

patrol areas when not on a call

• Ops center; dedicate visible 

presence to highest probability 

forecast areas

• Additional tool for crime analysts 

and BI professionals



Crime hot spots in the 

past 24 hours

Highest probability of crime 

in the next two hours

Increased precision and clarity



Crime Forecasting
How does it work?



Machine learning AI algorithm

Developed by renowned academic 

experts in the field of spatial pattern 

analysis

Field tested and 

validated for accuracy 

and effectiveness



No personal or sensitive data are required.

Location Date/Time Type of Crime

Only three pieces of data needed



Field Tested by Vancouver Police Department

• 6 month field trial focused on property crime

• The applied test area saw a > 20% reduction in 

property crime compared with the control area

• VPD determined an 80% accuracy of forecasts by 

comparing (un-actioned) forecasts to actual crime 

occurrences

• VPD has now fully implemented crime forecasting 

city-wide

Blog post with additional information and links to relevant media articles

http://www.geocortex.com/about/blog/archive/vpd-crime-forecasting/




Easily Integrated

• Crime Forecasting can provide forecasts in simple 

formats such as CSV or Microsoft Excel for 

reporting purposes

• Crime Forecasting can provide forecasts to live 

operational database systems such as Oracle or 

SQL Server

• Crime Forecasting can provide forecasts in ready to 

use map formats that can be displayed directly in 

existing maps using formats such as Esri Shapefiles, 

Esri ArcSDE, and Esri Feature Services. 



DEMO



When you consider the economic 

cost of Crime… $350 Billion in the U.S. 

Why is this important?



Average time to clear a call for service

1.8 to 2.6 hrs

Resource Allocation & Officer Effectiveness



Reducing even one instance of one

crime type can free up to 2 or more 

hour of an officer’s patrol time

Resource Allocation & Officer Effectiveness



20% increase in your patrol staff for 

fraction of the cost.

Resource Allocation & Officer Effectiveness





Thank you

Account Manager

mfunaro@latitudegeo.com

Michael Funaro

Q&A


